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Unemployment → Crime?
I Question #1: What are the consequences of

unemployment?
I Earnings (Jacobson 1993), health and mortality (Sullivan

and von Wachter 2009), Family Structure (Charles and
Stephens Jr. 2004), Child Outcomes (Oreopoulos 2008).

I Question #2: What causes crime? Was Becker right?
I Signi�cant social costs of crime. Crime a key driver of

politicians' approval rates.

I Question #3: UI Bene�ts and Crime
I How does the availability, generosity, and conditionality of the

unemployment system impact the decision to commit crime?

I County-level evidence: Studies of the e�ect of
unemployment on crime combine county-level (or equivalent)
data with an IV (exchange rate, industrial spec. a la Bartik).
(Gould, Weinberg & Mustard 2002, Öster & Agell 2007,
Fougère, Kramarz & Pouget 2009)
I total impact = Individual impact + Spillover e�ects.
I Unemployment e�ects vs Separations



What we're doing
I Data: Unique Danish administrative 1985-2000

employer-employee-unemployment-crime individual data

to estimate the impact of individual job separation ⇒
individual crime.

I Test of economic theory of crime:
I Earnings losses literature (Jacobson, Lalonde, Sullivan, AER,

1993) + Becker's (1968) theory of crime.

I Identi�cation strategy: Using job displacement as an
arguably idiosyncratic driver of job separations.

I Placebo tests: Dynamic endogeneity and pre-displacement
trends.

I Becker's Mechanism: compare individual-level magnitude of
earnings losses and propensity to commit crime.

I Local Context Matters: How local income inequality
magni�es displacement impacts.

I Policy Implications: Incarceration periods correlated with
largers earnings losses post-displacement.



Findings

Key �ndings

I Job displacement → crime ↑ by 26% of average probability.

I E�ects on total crime, driven by an impact on property crime.

I Impacts long-lasting, up to 7 years after job loss.

I Earnings losses explain up to half of crime increase.

Unemployment Bene�ts and Crime

I Positive impact on crime when bene�ts are unconditional.

I Introduction of active labor market laws ⇒ a resurgence of
crime.

I Spikes at each transition

employment→ passive→ active→ social assistance.

I Results robust to multiple de�nitions of displacement (33
papers since 1990!) and other speci�cation adjustments.

I Career Criminals? New individuals induced to commit crime at
each bene�t threshold.



Outline

1. Danish registry: longitudinal individual history.

2. Correlations of crime and transitions into unemployment.

3. Idiosyncratic drivers of job separations: Mass layo�s and job
displacement.

4. Main Results.

5. Unemployment Bene�ts Reform and Crime



Data E�ort

I Database of every individual residing in Denmark from
1980-present.
1. Employment spells: Integrated Database for Labor Market

Research.

2. Unemployment spells: Central Register of Labor Market

Statistics from Unemployment funds (A-Kasse).
3. Citations, arrests, convictions, prison terms: Central Police

Register.

4. Family ties, education: Population Register.

I Tied by an individual Central Person Register (CPR).

I Unemployment and crime data at weekly frequency.

I Focus on men, born 1945 to 1960, continuously in the sample.
Endogenous exit and reentry not a signi�cant issue.



Baseline Sample (1/2)



Baseline Sample (2/2)



Crime: Citations/Arrests → Conviction

I We focus on citations/arrests occuring after job loss, and
which lead to a conviction.



Unemployment Transitions are Endogenous



Unemployment Transitions are Endogenous



Correlations between Observables and Unemployment
Transitions

I Similar signs for the correlation with crime and with
displacement → overestimate.

I Likely both dynamic and static endogenous selection

into job separations.



Mass Layo�s and Job Displacement

Focusing on a sample of arguably unexpected and sudden job
separations.
I Mass layo�s: a decline in �rm size of 30% or 40% compared

to
I (i) peak �rm size in 1985-1990 (JLS de�nition)
I (ii) average �rm size in 1985-1990.
I (iii) �rm-speci�c size trend in 1985-1990 for declining �rms.

I nj,t = αj + βj · t + εj,t on 1985− 1990 used to predict

n̂j,t = α̂j + β̂j · t for t ≥ 1990

I Displaced workers: focus on workers least likely to lose
employment during a mass layo� event.

I Sample:
I Workers continuously employed between 1987 and 1989. Full

time employment.
I Ten or more employees.
I Not enrolled in education.



Placebo Test:
Current convictions of Future Displaced Workers



Displacement Rate along the Business Cycle



Speci�cation

I Baseline regression.

Crimeit =
+7∑

k=−5

δk · 1(Displaced in year t − k) + Individuali

+Yeart +Municipalitym(i ,t) + xitβ + Constant + εit

I E�ects δ0, . . . , δ7 relative to the pre-displacement year −1.
I Placebo coe�cients: δ−5, ..., δ−2.

I Individual �xed e�ect: individual unobservables.

I Municipalitym(i ,t): municipality unobservables, di�erences in
policing e�orts.

I Multinomial, propensity score matching, �xed e�ect f.d./within
→ similar results.



Impact of Job Displacement on Crime



Impact of Job Displacement on Crime



The Role of the Unemployment Insurance Bene�t System

I Danish unemployment system:
I Unemployment Insurance: membership voluntary, generous

bene�ts, 90% replacement, maximum ∼140,000DKK
I Social Assistance: maximum 60 or 80% of UI cap depending

on family situation, means tested

I >95% of individuals in sample join UI fund

I Bene�ts are long-lasting, particularly by international standards



I A series of reforms scaling back the generosity of the UI

system take place throughout the 1990s

I Prior to passage of reforms:

I Individuals e�ectively entitled to in�nite UI bene�ts as

participation in a job training scheme, etc entitled the

unemployed individual to a new bene�t spell

I 1994 Act on Unemployment Insurance:

I Passive duration period of 48 months (out of 60)

I Followed by a mandatory activation period of 36 months (out

of 48)

I Must work at least 26 weeks over past 3 years to be entitled to

a new spell

I Activation measures no longer bring new spell entitlement



I 1996 Amendment:

I Passive duration period of 24 months (out of 36)

I Followed by a mandatory activation period of 36 months (out

of 48)

I Scaling back of the system continued throughout the later

1990s

I Introduction of these measures generally believed to decrease

unemployment rates in second half of 1990s
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Unemployement Regime Transitions and Crime



I Prior to the 1994 reform, participation in what became

activation measures entitled unemployed individual to a new

bene�ts spell

I Following the 1994 reform, eligibility for a new spell is only

based on regaining 26 weeks of full time employment within

the last 3 years

I We divide the sample of displaced from 1990-1992 into three

groups based on their employment levels in years +1 to +3

(prior to 4 years after displacement):

I 0-25 weeks of full time employment

I 26-102 weeks of full time employment

I 103-152 weeks of full time employment



Career Criminals? Reo�ending or New Marginal Workers



Conclusion

I Find economically and statistically signi�cant impacts of

displacement on crime
I Unemployment bene�t system plays an important role:

resurgence in criminal activity is likely driven by the design of

unemployment bene�ts

I crime is lower during active bene�ts than during passive

bene�ts and spikes at the end of bene�t eligibility

I Policy implications: impacts beyond employer-employee pair

I Reductions in potential bene�t duration lead to corresponding

shifts in crime spikes at the end of bene�ts
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